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Highlights:

Lessons in Perception: The Glass Hypothesis

It is always fascinating and occasionally distressing when perusing 
market news that cites information at odds with each other. 
“Dow Posts Worst Day of June After Fed Officials Curb Rate-
Cut Enthusiasm” reads one which is quickly followed by another 
stating “The S&P 500 Has Best First Half Since 1997!” Days later 
one proclaims, “The Fed Will Cut Rates In July and September” 
and an hour after, another states, “Stocks Fall as Prospects of 
Aggressive Fed Rate Cuts Recede.” How can one decipher these 
conflicting messages and carve through the noise? Maybe it 
is a matter of optimism versus pessimism. Or, perhaps a third 
perspective is possible: proportion. As the famous comedian 
George Carlin once said, “Some see the glass as half-empty, some 
see the glass as half-full; I see the glass as too big.”

•   Markets have had an outstanding first  
     half of the year

•   Many economic factors are presently  
     in play and can be viewed with both  
     an optimistic or pessimistic eye

•   The Fed will likely cut rates in the  
     near future but it will not likely be a  
     protracted easing cycle

•  Recession is unlikely at this juncture  
    and therefore, by historical standards,  
    a rate cut may prove relatively   
    ineffective in boosting economic  
    growth

•  Staying focused on long-term         
    objectives and avoiding daily noise  
    remains the most prudent course of  
    action for investors

Your wealth, well managed.   
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*Large Cap: S&P 500 Index; Small Cap: Russell 2000 Index; Int’l Devel: MSCI EAFE Index; Int’l Emerg: MSCI Emerging Markets Index; Core Bond: BbgBarclays Aggregate Index; Int’l Bond: BbgBarclays Global Aggregate ex-USD Index; High Yield: BbgBarclays US Corporate High Yield Index; Cash: BofA Merrill 
Lynch 3-Month US Treasury Index; Real Estate: FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index; Commodity: Bloomberg Commodity Index; Alternatives: Wilshire Liquid Alternatives Index
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Real Estate
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Market Performance & Tactical Strategy: Clearly Glass Half-Full

Last year was the first since 1972 that not a single major traditional asset class 
returned more than 5%. Conversely, this year through June 30th is the first time 
since 2010 that the opposite is true, with everyone returning at or above 5%. As 
mentioned previously, it has, in fact, been the best start since 1997 and the tenth-
best since 1926—clearly a “glass-half-full” scenario. The downturn of May—the only 
negative month in the first half of the year—was followed by June’s swift rebound. 
In all, stocks outperformed bonds in the second quarter. The persistent strength 
of stocks so far this year would seemingly indicate our slightly defensive tactical 
posture has led to underperformance. In almost all cases, however, our strategies 
have performed at or above their respective benchmarks year-to-date through 
June 30th.

Given various potentially negative factors materializing on the horizon, earlier this 
year we reduced our stock exposure to a small degree, redeploying the proceeds 
toward bonds so as to reduce risk. Our bond strategy—which has emphasized high 
yield—has outperformed its benchmark, as have all of our investment strategies in 
general. As a result, and in light of the solid results of the managers we are utilizing, 
our asset allocation strategies have continued to perform well.

Interpreting Economic Statistics: Optimism vs. Pessimism

Returning from the Independence Day holiday, we were greeted by news of a 
substantial jump in employment during the month of June. The unemployment 
rate hovered near 50-year lows and wages grew by 3.4%. Meanwhile, inflation 
remained tame and a moratorium on further tariff action by both China and the 
U.S. was a welcome development. Why, then, was the market’s immediate reaction 
negative? Again, an example of perception. The “glass-half-full” viewpoint would 
assume the market should rally upon positive news. The “glass-half-empty” 
perspective, however, was that positive news decreased the likelihood of a Fed rate 
cut. While in this instance the pessimists apparently won the day, this dichotomy 
applies to a number of economic statistics presently in play as summarized below:

For both the optimist and pessimist it is the interest rate factor that seems to 
conflict with their respective viewpoint on the others, and is the one upon which 
the markets are most focused at present. Therein lies the conundrum. One might 
expect that if the economic landscape is as positive as the “glass-half-full” column 
suggests, there is no need for the Fed to cut rates—yet those of the “half-full” 

Glass Half-Full Glass Half-Empty

Economic
Growth

• Q1 GDP was up 3.2%
• Strong consumer bodes well for 

future growth

• Q2 GDP likely to slow
• Businesses not investing due to 

trade uncertainty

Unemployment
• 3.7% unemployment rate = full 

employment
• Wages rising

• More jobs than workers; 
unemployment likely bottomed

• Wages up but will flatten overall

Spending
• Consumers remain strong and

continue to spend
• Businesses are not spending; 

fixed investment may turn 
negative due to trade uncertainty

Earnings • Double-digit profit growth has 
been a tail wind for stocks

• Profit growth to slow to single 
digits in 2019 and 2020

Trade

• Trade war cease-fire is good
• Tariffs hurt “them” more than us
• Improved trade deals may result
• Trade deficits may narrow

• Cease-fire insufficient—need 
trade ware to end

• Supply chains will simply shift—a 
lower deficit with China may 
mean a higher one with other 
countries

• Trade deficit actually higher now

Interest Rates
• Inverting yield curve and slowing 

economy mean Fed should cut
• Economy still growing and 

perceived political pressure mean 
Fed should not cut



*Large Cap: S&P 500 Index; Small Cap: Russell 2000 Index; Int’l Devel: MSCI EAFE Index; Int’l Emerg: MSCI Emerging Markets Index; Core Bond: BbgBarclays Aggregate Index; Int’l Bond: BbgBarclays Global Aggregate ex-USD Index; High Yield: BbgBarclays US Corporate High Yield Index; Cash: BofA Merrill 
Lynch 3-Month US Treasury Index; Real Estate: FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index; Commodity: Bloomberg Commodity Index; Alternatives: Wilshire Liquid Alternatives Index

Rate Cut Effects on the Economy: 
Does Half-Full or Half-Empty Matter to Growth?

Given the aforementioned “dovish” stance of the 10 voting 
members and Fed Chair Powell’s recent stage-setting, it appears 
the “glass-half-full” set will get their wish. As such, if the overall 
assessment of the optimists was correct, it would suggest a near-
term recession is unlikely at this juncture. Three questions then 
arise: how much will the Fed cut, how many times will they cut, 
and what effects will it have on the economy? The optimist 
narrative would suggest a fairly minor adjustment is to be 
expected—a cut of 0.25% in July, perhaps one more of the same 
amount in the months following—an “insurance cut”, if you will, 
but not a new easing cycle. In terms of economic growth, what 
we see from historical analysis is that rate cuts have proven more 
effective when the economy nears recession. The chart at right 
shows that amid recession a rate cut resulted in a 1.25% boost to 
growth, whereas in non-recessionary cases only a 0.25% boost 
was witnessed. The moral is that while a cut is expected, the 
benefits to economic growth will likely be limited, given the 
unlikelihood of recession.

The Glass is Too Big: Avoid the Noise & Focus on Long-Term Objectives

We often note to clients that much of the anxiety we experience on a daily basis is due to the advent of the 24-hour news 
cycle. Highly unlikely is the prospect we will ever hear media sources state, “all is generally well and right in the world.” 
In that scenario, how would they fill hour after hour of on-air commentary and keep viewers watching profit-generating 
advertisements? Instead, we can expect that every issue—no matter how insignificant in the grand scheme of things—will 
be presented as though it is epic or scandalous in scope. The same applies to ominous-sounding announcements and 
advertisements proclaiming a market crash the likes of which have never been seen is just around the corner, and the 
sole secret saving grace can only be attained by visiting a website or subscribing to a newsletter. The truth of the matter is 
the multitude of factors affecting the global economy are in a constant state of flux in which ebbs and flows are perfectly 
normal. So yes, the economy is still growing but at a slowing rate; unemployment is low but may have bottomed; consumers 
are doing fine but businesses have postponed spending; the trade deficit has increased despite tariffs which may or may not 
prove to have been worthwhile; corporate earnings growth is slowing to single digits; and the Fed will likely cut rates but not 
begin a new easing cycle. While one can take a “glass-half-full” or “glass-half-empty” view of any and all of these factors, 
keep in mind the glass may simply be too big—excessive emphasis is being placed on the daily noise. This is why it is vital to 
remain focused on your long-term strategy; as over time, the noise is superseded by fundamentals. We will be proactive in 
identifying opportunities and risks and will make adjustments accordingly.

The “dot plot” chart at left shows that the Fed 
Funds rate is already at the Fed’s long-term 
forecast level, suggesting they may not cut 
rates in the near future. Interesting, however, 
is the breakdown of individual members’ 
opinions. Of the 17 members only 10 actually 
vote on the direction of rates. Among the 
10 voting members, 1 believes rates should 
be 0.25% higher, 2 believe rates should be 
unchanged, 1 believes rates should be 0.25% 
lower, and 6 believe rates should be 0.50% 
lower. So while the collective Fed feels no 
change is warranted, the 10 who actually vote 
are “dovish”, believing on average a 0.30% cut 
and median 0.50% cut is warranted.

persuasion are seemingly more eager for a rate cut than those of the “half-empty” set. Being that the market is intensely 
focused on the prospective path of interest rates, what are the opinions among the members of the Fed Board itself?

Recession Cases: 1954, ‘57, ’70, ’74, ‘80, ‘81, 2001, ‘07

No Recession Cases: 1967, ‘68, ’71, ’84, ‘89, ‘95, ‘98

First Cut with Recession in Next Year
First Cut with No Recession in Next Year

-0.75%

+0.50%

+3.50%

+3.75%

First Rate Cut
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As true fiduciaries, our focus isn’t 

on selling products to our clients. 

Instead, we focus on providing 

personalized service and real  

financial solutions. 

Our team of wealth management 

professionals has the valuable 

depth of expertise you need to 

navigate life’s events. 

From retirement planning and 

investment management to trust 

services and estate settlement, 

we can help you devise the most 

e�ective plan to meet your 

financial goals. 

The team 
you can 
trust.

Investment o�erings provided by WestStar Bank's Wealth Management Division are not insured by the FDIC or any other federal government agency. Investment o�erings are not 
deposits or other obligations of, or guaranteed by WestStar Bank or any a�liate of the bank and involve investment risks, including possible loss of value.
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